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Meeting of the Minds
Executive Summary
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A Tremendous Shortfall

"There's a tremendous shortfall now in terms of
employees' abilities to work on the job." That com-
ment, made by a manager ofinstructional resources
at a large corporation, was often echoed and
amplified at the roundtable. Do the workers they
now employ and the new workers they are hiring
have adequate intellectual skills? The business
people answered this question Ivith a resounding
"No." They reported some compelling evidence.

"I haze responsibi lit\ for staffinp- cmplo went and Lareer,, for our occupational for-Le,
x+. hid-, is about I 89,1Hio people the oughout the Lountr , doing anN number of jobs, from
manufacturing to sale,, Si \t\ percent of the applications for mo, ement ithin the
«npans are rejected because the\ are in( omplete 61)r,-; "

"For 2n gars, Lomparn has had a minoritN training program primarik for black and
Puerto RI( an \\ omen or the past I e ears, %%c haN c been seeing a dc(i Lase in the le\ el of
preparedness of appli(ant,, Nox% c hae to test betop.! \lc can accept people, 1)(2kruse prepai ed-
ness is so nrx muk. h Irmer than it vrs, can no longer gi e applicants the opportunitN to
I ear n hands-on "

"In our industr tht ba,s1( premise is that standards are going to (wartime to I Ise, for
people coning into the orgamiation and those all cad\ in it 1 his has to be reflected in the
caliber of students coming out of high sk. hook We cannot aftoi d to continue to have to
screen 211 people to find one person xho can pay, our entil standards "

1
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about ',kill, at the 'till-grade le \ el, the tith- or th grade \ CI \ \e''tr t-indini2 in man
anon, I\ 1-41.. the \ oltritt \ that 111H1 'Hool ,g1 adtatte, \ \ht, intel \ \ \\ ed tot

lobs an 't pa,,,, ha',1\ test, in those areas
"We didn't test in the p ist anLI, as a result, \\ Li took enormous numk. 1, tit people into till!

\iotk for,Li Vv ho, thol42.11 TUN! capable of doing the lobs \ e had in the past, don't ha e these

basic skills Rut 110 \\ 1,, \ to dl \\ , the taLtorics are L \\ \\ \\ ()old ht \(r-\

h, ppx if in fait, the people Liiming, into the \\ ark fOrit had;ust these solid, hash skills of

reading, \\ ritni and aritlinktiL

"N or 65'; ire professional \\ i)rkers \ \ ho do siiHe-product kinds of
reports and a lot of researL h \Ve're ha \ iii to retrain the indi iduals Ill halt kinds of
skills e hold readin;2., listeninp and ,,pcaking fore urrent emploLics as \\ell a, to

11C \\ CMPl" cc`

One participant suggested that "literacy" be broadly
defined to mean "intellectual skills not just the
ability to read, but to deal with numbers, for exam-
ple, or to think, to know how to get something off
a computer screen and make a decision about it."
Clearly-, his colleagues were inclined to agree with
that definition. Employees need certain kinds of
knowledge, certainly. Most important, they need to
know how to learn.

"1:01 elltr \ elnplo \\ e need \ttunr pt:opit \\ hi) t,111 think, \\ \\ t,+t !he

\\ ord \ Mean, \\ hether the \ he small or lat tic, It e ha \ Ing to Upgrade

their rat,torie,,, ii h i \ h ire (drum on oinpliters l It) \\ I \ )l.111;2, )plt )11't \ e thL

to knoll iih\ a computer \NW k,, Ind hti\N to appk lt, thei \\ it lit nil ol0 111,11'ketplae

"I think \\c need to talk ,11,out not ink thL \ to, \ idd and suhtraLt and

dl ide, but also the abilitN to knoii \\ hen to do those thing, \*, ()or indLlstl \ \ \ \\

find that da \ -to-da \ routine \\ ark is no hinger there, or MU\ h 1(2,, diet t. than ht title I hi,

Means that people need robe more innovatil Li, better ,11-dc to rent t to non-1 outine umstAriLLs

hat's i het e the 'oppliLation' part, the prohleio -gull ng part, Lome. in
"It seems to tine that the Lin rent !node of Inuit eduLation is based in a I (Ll Is nn tl. i,

\\ huh \\a, haItall \ MaIllItalttlrInL Model \ Ild a Illantlta\ tilt I Model, In III, n, 1,, h,,Cd

on rrpention, on routine part iit the pruldeni nit he that atii en, to

based on s\ stein lot dill \el ing into( Mallon ratliei than tot \il*,t lie! kllo\\ \ \
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6

"Probabl, the most important thing we't e learned from a number of studies of how work
1, being estrikti.red In a anett ind,',..tt les ',that the old d Nam. Pons between low -skill,
middle-skill and high-skill ,lob, jt.st don't hold an more Now et en the opera, rs in the
te\Ple mill, in the South, it nodern t,ia is 1iere the work is being rt. ,tructured, are being
asked to et ki,:nte higher-order cogniti, e thinking So the old diqinttion m hook Ilemecr,
mass education, hit h rs highlt routinized, md elite education, w hit h de, elop, higher-order
thinking, r, one tie tan no longer afford.

"We're ,tuttued learning in w s that treat kid, s tit of like tognmt e warehouses, tie
test kids to see hether tan bring a pet e of 11,6)r-illation out of the warehouse in response
to a stimulus 1 hat approach doe, not help children figure out In w to learn in situations
the ha, e Peter encountered before When tot, Lonfront something new, the important
problem is not how to produce the right JIM\ er, but figuring out how to organize resource,

reate tompeteme "

Some participants preferred even broader notions
of the abilities needed in the work force. The per-
sonal qualities of workers their attitudes, their
values, their "personal capac;ty" were also the
subject of considerable discussion.

"What we're ha, ing t look at is the need for personal de, elopment s well as hteratt
Our people need to understand w hat ben a corporate citizen means w hat it means to work,
w hat working require, in the w a, of per,( mil discipline and the organization of home life
and support s, stems XII of these things hat e to he taught We used to hat e just an ocLasnmal
Hass in reading Now we heha,toralskill, X nd e still are not ha, ing the sutc ess that
we ha, e had in the

"We', e hired about one out of Zn people in the work forte at sodle time, some 12(1,000

people ill come and go in our organization this ear. I agree %k nth \k hat has been said about
basit skills, but I'm t onterned about an additional area this thing tailed ethicsor Integra

"It is absol tack heartbreaking to see the relati, e ease with which impressionable oung
people who are dealing w rth mono and merchandise fall into the trap of thinking that Part
of that money or merchandise somehow or other belongs to them It's a huge work-related
deficiency in our business."

"When we did a sane, of the Fortune Si o ompatues, 6,000 small businesses and $P0
postsecondary institutions tour t ears ago, w e got back strong responses to w hat tt e't e all been
talking about toda We call it the 'int istble curriculum' of attitudes stri mg to work well,
learning how to learn Problem-, )1,1 ng, comm unit atin1 well with other, "

"Restrutturing \Nork require, team capat It% . Yet si.ho1ds ne, er, or rarelt , organize
learning in team situations."

3 13



"I'd like to introduce the idea of global competition. What about the NN ork forces in

countries that Lompoc NN it h , for example, the automobile industr ' In education, certainly,
those countries are doing a lot more than NN e are in the I 'nited States in terms of the length

of the school ear, the approach to education and basic x allies You get to basic cultural
differences here that really mean something in the long term. You get to ethics, to N. alues,

to the support structures that can'' ork together -- the school s stem, the farnli\ , gox ern mem,

bumf :ss

"I think one critical asrct of NN hat we might call 'personal capacity' NN ould be flembilit \

in the NN ork place. No1N that the 19.4-0s manufacturing model is outdated, we need to be able

to change continuoush . Perhaps the education system could address that in some NN a\ "

To this lengthy list of growing needs and needs
unmet, employers added the wish that high school
students graduate with the skills required to benefit
from technical training.

"We're see' ,g a particular shortage in the skilled trades otte -ed k the teL institutes.

We learned at a meeting w ith instructors from the technical institutes that the 're seeing
people coming out of high school 1\ ithout the skills to go into the more skirled trade disciplines

in technical schools anc Lomm unit \ colleges."

"First there seems to be an understanding that
workers fall short on such fimdamentals as reading,
writing and math skills," said Frank Newman, pres-
ident ofECS, in summary. "The second point is that
the fundamentals are only the beginning, because
the real issue is the capacity to use those skills, the
capacity to think. Then there is another set of
capacities, which we've called personal capacities
personal development, the work ethic, self-discipline
and so on. There are some skills that, historically,
we haven't thought about very much team capac-
ity, the capacity to continue learning in a sort of
evolutionary process. And then there's an issue that
has come out here with surprising strength, the issue

4 14



of ethics and integrity. It surfaces regularly, and it's
allvay, an interesting issue for schools. (Whenever
you mention values in schools, the school bol.rd
knows its in for a fight.) Then, at the end, we've
added the issue of technical skills."

As another member of the roundtable put it,
"nhat were really talking about is a tremendous
expansion of what I originally thought ofas literhey
training."

51 5



Agreement

Very little is static in the situation described by the
businesspeople at the roundtable. They see change
for the worse in the skills of new employees. They
see changing demands at hand and in store for
long-term employees. They foresee continuing
change in the very nature of their various enterprises
and change in the international context of those
enterprises. As a result, they agreed, what constitutes
"literacy" in the work place is not the same now as
it was, say, 20 years ago, or what it will be 20 years
from s "One of the things that makes the notion
of ,.rrk -I, 'ace literacy more complicated than it

r zi surface is that there is no 'there' for us
to r,- .` said one participant, making a point that
attraci widespread support.

The changes that are very clear to business people
are not ones that schools seem to have recognized
go far.

"Ours is an industry that operates at the forefront of technolop . We've gone through a
time when technological change came in steps to a time w here change has become continual.

Our employees, at all levels of the organization, have to develop a mindset that points them

toward continual learning, throughout their entire careers. Continued learning is especially

7
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Important for technical employees Ind people in what \N e used to call Clerical lob's lob's

that are becoming int ream ngls technical.
"We do a lot of testing and measurement in our 1 ndustrs (we're almost measuren writ-

obsessed and one of the things we measure most is emplosees. What we's e found through
these extenso, e measurenmerlts is that man) of our people do not has, e the basic skills to master

job7specific training in new technologies."

"Competition, in this country and around the globe, has forced us to do things a lot
differently. Although we're still some distance from fully automated plants, robotics and
other things of that nature are certainly on the horizon. Right now , as an interim step, w e're
moving rapidly toward a much more participative work -force environment We're now
saying to employees, 'What if you don't hake a supervisor; You're it. You're the one w ho
has to run this place. Don't just sit there and follow orders, we're asking you to think.' For
some of our people, that's challenging and exciting. For others, it's ver) scars "

"One of the biggest problems we've confronted, at least in the short term, has been
retraining our work force. Most automotive 2ompanies are not getting a lot of new entrants
into their work forces. We've had a lot of displacement, and %se's e laid off a lot of people.
Now we're calling people hack. But they have to he retrained for different types of jobs "

"Our education s) stem is set up to create a static level of skill The assumption has been
that once high school graduates have reached a certain level of skill, w hich can be measured
and tested, they're read) for life NONS , though, we're talking about a world in \\ !Itch that
level is escalating "

"I met recent') w ith all the generals w ho run the personnel side of the Arms . They make
exactly this kind of argument. They used to want 8th-grade graduates Now they need high
school graduates. But, as they made %Tr), clear, the 'I I need more than that 10 ears from now .

"We don't have a s5, stem that NS orks on the assumption that schools must change continuous')
and that effort beyond school must be anticipated."

"The schools are lagging seriously behind major changes in the economy The economy
is shifting, and the schools has en't managed to catch up."

According to roundtable participants, the problems
of training new employees and retraining current
employees are distinct in some ways, linked in
others.

"We've been reminded that 7 (1% of the w ork force in the year 201 0 is sk orking today . I

think we really need to face the fact that ,ve're talking about needs and problems of the
present work force as well as the needs and problems of the future w ork force. Reforming
the education system to deal with the future work forte is a horrendous task. It's obvious's

8 I%



nct a task that business can take on alone ind there's no gainsaying the fact that we need to

do something about schools. But I would suggest that to restructure and begin to train the
current work force is an even more horrendous task How do we break through to some
systemic change in the work force that's already working I suggest that might be the real
problem we faie."

"We're looking at the literacy problem on at least two ley els, the current w ork force and

also the new employ ees coming into the w ork force. The levels are closely related, of course,

to the extent that some problems with current employees are a function of employees who
have come in with deficiencies."

"But don't be fooled for a minute," warned one
participant. Though his company willingly accepts
responsibility for retraining workers, the costs of
training are passed along to consumers. Each time
a company must cover old ground, teaching its
employees skills they should have learned in school,
the consumer pays twice.

"The responsibility of retraining is really the company's responsibility. I don't believe
my company doesn't believe that retraining is the responsibility of the education system.
Though we've arranged retraining in cooperation yy ith the education sy stem, with excellent
responses from community colleges all over the United States, we have, in fact, paid for the
re' -aining.

"Because our business is becoming very, very, automated and computer-driven, our people
have to have the ability to work in an electronically operated factory. But before we can
retrain, we are having to teach a lot of our peo,,le logic first.

"That takes us back to entry-level employees If the people who come to us already have

training in what we call basics, we can retrain them very easily. If not, then we have a double
job. Don't be fooled for a moment. We pass the costs of training right on to the consumer
The consumer who is already paying taxes for education pays twice.

"Again, I don't think that retraining is the responsmility of the education system. But I
do think it's the respon,ioility of the education system to give us young people who can think
logically ."

If businesses mast both retrain and train workers,
the scale of the effort will be immense.

9
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"We're putting together programs that train mph) \ ees for this, that and the other thing
and saving that we're going to train the w hole work force I'm sin that w e're w i Ili ng to do

the right thing and provide training But I think we hate not ex en seen the magnitude of
w hat we're talking about. I would suggest that corporations face a burden in terms of training

dollars that's much bigger that we e \ er dreamed it would be "

"I think companies are just beginning to realize w hat the iceberg looks like. I think w e're

going through some sundar processes First we deny it. The tremendous issues we see in
the current work force can't he w hat we think the \ are because these arc the workers who

hate done so well for u. in the past. Then we sa) things like, 'Let's just go out and hire
new people.' The ne\ t part is realizing that those new people won't he there, either because

the people who are there don't have the skill, or because there iust aren't as man) people
We then sa) things like, 'Well, we'll just automate around people so we don't have to wort-)
about it.' But we are still going to need people.

"In m) comport) at least, the direct-labor work force in the factor) is just the tip of the
iceberg. It's just the beginning. A lot of workers, not just the factor) workers, w ill need to
be flexible, will need more and better skills We'll hate to in) est in helping all workers

learn new skills basic skills and the skills needed for moving up because, like all of

) ou, w e're looking at competition whose workers seem to he much more highly skilled than

we are.
"Companies are going to find that offering opportunities to workers gin es them a competitive

advantage, I think. The companies that provide opportunities to learn, cat care and those
sorts of things will he the ones new workers will want to go to most."

MemLers of the roundtable shared the feeling that
economic realities are making work-force literacy
an issue that will be addressed, not simply one that
should be addressed.

"I've been wondering how much our disc ussion of the workers that need to be educated
or re-educated is a function of the unemplo\ ment rate. lithe unempli,;, went rate is down to
3% and businesses still need more workers, )ou're looking at people that, before, \ ou wouldn't
even have had to let in tour door "

"We hat e been able to afford `throwawa \ kids ' We have had children tnd dung people
who were able to live in society even if they w ere not educated. But with an unemplo) meat

rate as low as 3%. . ."

"When you have not only lots unemplo)ment but also a work force w hose skills )ou're
trying to upgrade that, for demographic reasons, is actually shrinking in size, you can't do
the old game of just hiring in new people w ho match ) our requirements. l'ou't e got to redo

sometl.ing."
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"Nofl N1e're going to have to educate even hod. In the past, NS c have umsciouslt not, in
Ida, educated e\ er \ bod\ \\ ho has passed through the eduLation ...Astern "

"You can't hat e (lunge unless there is some reason for change some compelling reason,
I should sat or a consequence for not :hanging One of our simple consequences Was
going out of business, not ha\ mg a \ ()wan) an\ more That's compelling."

"As is true of many other things, when work-force
literacy becomes a problem to the larger society,
then people pay attention," pointed out a realist.
Many roundtable members found themselves agree-
ing with the truth of that statement. Just as large
social, economic and educational concerns intersect
to make the issue of work-force literacy very urgent
indeed, addressing the issue must be "very much a
community project." Added the participant who
made that observation, "It can't just be government.
It can't just be the academic community. It has to
be the private sector and community groups and
everyone in our society." As one participant summed
it up, "We're talking about an enormous task."

::. 0
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Questions

Solving a problem as widespread and as urgent as
work-place illiteracy is, of course, no simple matter.
Whenever the talk turned to possible solutions, as
it often did during these roundtable discussions,
many questions arose difficult questions, ques-
dons that even a group as well-informed and con-
cerned as this one had trouble answering to its mem-
bers' own satisfaction.

The qufstions are well worth heeding, however. For they call attention to some veil real
issues. It good intentions sufficed, then workers in ,-\meriLa would alread) be equipped with
the ,kill~ the need. But if, as seems far likelier, some major issues must be resolved before
progress is possible, then questions like these merit serious consideration

The question of who ehould do what tc improve
work-force literacy loomed large. Take the case of
the adult education system, for example. There was
lively debate over the merits of that system and the
extent to which it should be used, modified, aligned,
augmented.
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What part should adult basic education play in improving work-force literacy?

"Wc talk about the elementan isecondan public school s stem, we talk about a S\ stem of

higher education What vs, e don't ha e in this countn is a S\ stem for adult basic education,

for continuing education I thank that one of the key things we hale to do is develop that
kind (dm stem, if we IA ant to do the kinds of things we're talking about at this table coda%

"When 'Massachusetts wanted to do clop an initiative, there were no models Noboci\

could tell us w hat worked best generally because each compam had looked or.k at its own

particular work force, sa) mg 'We hal e to get our w orkers from here to there, this is w hat

,ve hale to do, and this is how we'll do it ' But none of us has thought about overarching
principles. We hal, en 't been able to come up w ith a cost-effecto, e stem because we haven't

really been learning from each other
"I'm excited to hear companies sa mg, 'We see it as our oblsgation to deal w ith our

workers.' But I think it's our obligation together to deal ith orkers in a context that enables

the country's entire work force to prepare for the futue."

"I think that probahls the most effectie delis en s stem for 90% of the businesses seeking

to develop basic skills programsthe best existing network is the adult education s% stem

"In m state, we run adult education programs through public school districts But ever

since it began, the adult education s stem has been a 'ort of stepchild. It's basic skills, but
it's not K-12 because it's not for children and adolescents, it's fo- adults, but it's not postsecon-

dary
"I think that to endorse or support the adult education deliver\ st stem would be one of

the most valuable things this group could do."

"When we started to put a program together for remedial or basic-skills training for our

emplm ees, the first place we looked IA as at adult basic education materials We found them

sacii lacking and v \ off target. Almost without exception, the focused on basic literacs ,

which was way below the level we were looking for.
"What we did then w as to contract w ith a group of education specialists at a unix ersit .

We gave the group full course materials for our technical trolling courses and asked them

to develop a program that w ould giv e 'Jr ,/eople the skills the needed to comprehend these

materials. We didn't sal , 'We need our emploN us to read at the 10th- grade ley el We said,

`This is w hat we need empliw ces to he able to learn' "

"But I wonder w hat would have happened if ou had taken sour request to the adult

education people:"

"When the specialists sun, ed the materials, the couldn't find an!, thing av adable off the

shelf that would address our needs."

"A question Could ou have had the same discussion w ith the adult basic ed people ou

went to the first time Were the} not qualified

"It's not a question of qualifications It's Just that the programs the w ere currenth

delivering were not at the level we needed. There should he materials out there targeted at

the proper level, there should be groups that are doing this tpe of work But there just aren't."

"I'm not an adult educator. But become a big adult education advocate I do think

these people have the interest, the capabilit I don't think the have the resources."

14
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"The adult education st stem is also encumbered ht regulation in the tt at it's funded It's
encumbered ht the need to complt rather than the need to sere

"We can't look at adult education in and of itself We ha e to ha e an integrated st stem

it we're going to sen, e the business coin m unit . The adult education program in int state is

vert well funded. But it's dangerous to think that adult basic education teachers can best
respond to all of the concerns in industrt tt ith regard to literact

"I guess we would tike to see states look at integrating the entire statewide pros ision of
education sert ices in general, at how to align them and tie them together. Adult Laic education

would certai n It he an integral part, and its effectn, eness could he maximized tremendouslt ."

"When I hear us talking about changing the entire s'. stem, I get discouraged. I guess
IA hat I'm sat ing is that focusing on the adult education deli\ ert st stem as it relates specifically

to remediation in the current ttork force is a doable thing."

Though the problems and promise of adult basic
education received quite a bit of attention at the
roundtable, questions about the role ofadult educa-
tion programs are actually tied to questions of the
larger relationship of business to education. Lines
of demarcation and responsibility are not clear.
There is considerable confusion, even among the
people who are eager to see improvements in work-
force literacy.

Less debated at the roundtable was the idea that
businesspeople should define for educators the
requisites of literacy in a contemporary work force.

Who is responsible for setting standards of literacy?

"NIat he ou people are lot clearer about the problems than I am But I think that our

information databases abou. the current labor force are reallt loust . Educators reallt don't
know much about what', gmng on out there. We have lots of anecdotes and lots of little
pieces of information. But we don't have a st stematic image of tt here the market failures are."

"No matter who us sitting around during 2i meeting like this, the spotlight tert quicklt
focuses on the education communitt . While I think that is a %Tr useful sort of spotlight,
I'd like to bring us back to a focus on the business community.

"For the last two years tt e've been asking the members of our organization questions like,

`What are the generic and specific work related deficiencies t ou see in our workers' skulls
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and how does your LOmpan cope w ith these de:lciencies;' l'he answer we usually hear is,
'We don't know ,' or 'It depends '

"So I think that we in the business community need to be better at Actining the work
requirements for entry - ley el workers and current worker, We need to be y cry surr that
w hen we require an 'I 1 th-grade reading le el' we know what the Beck that Means ( Some

business people hay e told Ilk, that's the New l'ork Times Others say it's I fick and Jane, and

some say it's Faust. ) I would suggest that we in the business community can continue honest

dialogue \\ ith our partners n. the education community only N4 hen yy e can focus on IA hat we

really need and what the problems really arc in the IA Jrk place "

"What I often hear from businesspeople is, 'Don't bring us any body who ho can't read at
the l Ith- grade level.' But w hat I'm hearing at this table is, 'We hay e people working for
us w ho read at the 5th-, 6th- and 7th-grade level and we somehow made do, we reti din and

use these people.'

"What I'd like to call for is much better direction and definition. We educators need to
articulate our tests better, but w e don't know IA hat y our entry tests look like. What do y ou
actually test for? Who fails the test; What do they fail We'd like to customize our instruction
much more, but we're flying a little blind. I think we'd like a much closer relationship

"We know that Nou want our people. We know that they're already working fort' ou, and
we know that they will continue to get jobs with you. But if we could target what we're
teaching in a more appropriate way we would be much more effective "

"It would he very helpful to hay e some sense from the work place of w hat ley els of literac

are acceptable, not just in 1988 but in the future Given all the things bust nesspeople know

are inevitable and the things they hope are possible, what entry -le\ el literacy would be
acceptable in 1995, 1997 and the year 2000?

"Like other people here, I've thought of `literacy' as a receding horizon, y ou can't get
close to it because it moves further away all the time If N\ e could have some sense from the

work place of IA here that horizon is likely to be m the short term and the not-so-short term,

that would he very helpful. Give us some targets."

"May be, as one of the participants IA as suggesting to me, IA e should shift the paradigm

Maybe, he said, educators should not be asking corporations, `What do y ou need but rather
'What kind of company are you try ing to be;'

"He used the analogy of an architect and a person yy ho w ants to build a house. The person

who is not an architect can't necessarily, supply dimensions or detailed information about
textures or foundation materials. But by cutting pictures from magazines, talking about bay
windows he's seen, and so forth, he can begin to convey to the architect some sense Of IA hat

he wants. Then the architect comes up with designs not just one, but ,everal that
reflect what the person's house is trying to be.

"I thought that was a useful insight. If a business can explain to an educator IA hat it is
trying to be, in a sense larger than `We're doing cookies today' ( more like `We're trying to

compete in an international market where technology is changing and we want culturally
diverse people to buy our cookies'), then the educators are less apt to focus oil little dusters
of skills."

"I've seen a lot of sophistication about training in the corporate world, so I yy under yy hether

the situation is really the same. Instead of businesses say ing, `Design me an education program,'

maybe busmesspeople and educators should decide IA hat they need to do together "
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"What's rung ith a corporation dcLiding w hat litcraL \ means for itself, outlinini2. how

the things that need to he done can be accomplished, and then ha \ rig an exLhangc of people

with the education s\ stem so that the two groups can learn from each otlu

wanted to ask ifthis group belie\ es that w c are talking about a national cure .urn. id urn

"I think that teachers, pri ma pals, superintendents and local school hoards do not know
that businesspcople want the skills and know ledge we' \ c been talking about toda\ . In the

state I come from, school boards set the standards and the expectations, which means that
workers'. ho hax e come from different school districts can e not onl \ different levels of

achie ement but also have studied different things.
"If we should hax e a national core curriculum, how do we get there;"

"I happen not to believe that ou can do any thing out of Washington or our state capital,

but a national core curriculum might he worth looking at

"I also don't think that we can come up w ith national standards But max be w e can conic

up with national guidelines that give us some direction."

The notion of a core curriculum was touched on
only briefly, and the possibility that schools might
themselves be the source of dependable standards
of literacy was only obliquely discussed. However
incomplete the answers offered in a single day's
session, though, the question ofwho sets standards
for literacy and what those standards should be
remains centrally important.

Also raised was this question.

How does education reform relate to work-force literacy?

"One of the corporate people mentioned that she has seen a decline in reading and other

basic skills over the past five years a period in which, as we in education know, there
have been some major reforms aimed at raising standards and requiring more of students.
We can hope that the twain \S ill finally meet "

"I don't think the vision underlying the reform of elementary and secondary education
right now is right, we're tightening the screws, set, as all of us here have recognized, e

really need fundamental restructuring. Educational reform of that sort \S as a first approxima-

tion, an important first step. Now we recognize that we need something different

"I think that the husinesspeople have been right in saying they need employees with the
basic skills or the functional skills and the higher-order skills. I think part of the reason that
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the education ummlunit \ has not resP°Ild \ et Is that "c''' e had to learn that "c ha \ e a no\
purpose. For man \ y ears, ed, anon has had personal de \ elopment programs Educators ha \ e

lauded nurturing and the interpersonal rdat tomb p between teat. hers and students. We ha\ e

dealt \\ ith the citizenship aspect of education What's being talked about today , and has begun

to bt!discussed in education, is a new purpose for education the idea that e«monm. grow th

and education are tied together.

"Even fi \ e \ ears ago, those of us \\ ho worked in elementary /setondary education thought

that tying education to the econorm \\ as the job of the co minutia \ colleges, the teL hint al
institutes, the state universities, the private colleges not the job of the elementary and
secondar \ schools So we need to de\ clop an as\ artiness of that new purpose.

"The first reform movement was really about the impro \ ement of instruction and about
standards- the s\ stem w ould ork if \\ e patched it up a little hit Teal- .rs ork a lit le
harder, kids work a little longer, we raise standards a bit, and education gets better.

"Well, \ve'\ e realized that isn't really what needs to happen. The second wave of reform
has been about restructuring the system organizing the system differently , looking at the
parents' rule in education, looking at the teachers' role, looking at shifting the pow er that
used to lie \N ith school boards and superintendents. We' \ t had changes \\ 'thin the curriculum,
mo \ mg from basic skills to higher-order skills. The appearance of ideas about 'learners at
risk' has meant dealing both \\ ith how the system needs to change and also \\ ith \\ hat must
he done for children \\ ithin that system

"To summarize we educators don't know \\ hat the new attitudes should be; we don't
know the new expectations of the business Lommunth , the go\ eminent, the genera! citizenry
We haven't reallocated resources. We haven't addressed major problems of the family and
other social problems that must he dealt \\ ith as vie go about restruct-uring."

"We've seen a rapid division in the last 20 \ ears. In the 1940s, the school an'i the family
and business were all very close together. Now that business America has moved \ to

deal with international competition and the support structure families used to offer has
deteriorated, the school is in the middle.

"I'm not a great defender of st hool systems. But, in actuality, we're saying to schools,
`Take an inferior set of resources students who have much lower concepts of self and
low er human de 'apment skills. Use the same amount of capital. Use the same amount of
human resources. And produce a totally new product.'"

"Most of the problems \\ e're talking about are due to the fact that \\ hate, er does exist is

not getting delivered. I don't mean that to be interpreted as criticism of educators nete,sari \ ,

because I don't think it's their fault, not totally and not e\ en in large measure. It's society's fault
"But the fact is we're not delivering If, in fact, w hatcver urrit ulum exists right now

was being delivered and students who finish 12 \ ears of education did, in fact, have the
skills and knowledge they should have acquired in those 12 years, man \ of the problems
we've been discussing would not exist. I don't mean delivery in the sense of technology,
think the social aspects of how education is delivered are crucial

"Students graduate, y et when they come through the doors of my company, they still .an't

pass a 5th-grade math test. That may he more the exception than the rule. But it happens
often enough at my company and other companies that we' \ c got to \\ Gilder w hat's happening

with delivery."
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Should schools borrow expertise from business?

A number of roundtable members were interested
in the possibility that, as one ofthem put it, "There's
a lot for schools to learn from business." That pos-
sibility surfaces with fair regularity in discussions of
school reform. Roundtable participants felt that it
might have particular relevance to what one de-
scribed as the "wrenching process" of restructuring.

"When, two or three years ago, we began to discuss the need to restruct, re schools
dramatically, we looked for models. Even though schools and Industry don't reflect each
other in all ways, I would hope that schools could learn something from business about the

very wrenching process of restructuring."

"We husinesspeople are gooc at complaining about what's not happening. Maybe we could

do more to be perceived as partners with the education system, not only by identifying the
gap between our needs and what's coming out of the system but also by giving 11%e-witness

examples of what can be done. We have a lot of expertise; we could propose models and
offer workable solutions."

"As we continue to learn about what works for business, we might find way s of rethinking

how to teach in schools, how to set up classrooms, and so forth. Passing along what the
business community knows about things like teamwork, learning together and goal-setting
could be a helpful contribution."

"I've seen a lot of very sophisticated training know-how, educational know -how and needs

assessment know-how in the corporate world "

"What's wrong with having some cross-fertilization here

One participant suggested that cross-fertilization of
a sort has already taken place, with results that have
not been altogether good, when she pointed out that
some problems of schools are being reproduced in
the work force.

The same point can be inferred from other com-
ments made at the roundtable. Employers want
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employees to have numerous personal qualities as
well as good academic training, for example, and
that's the complex charge to which schools have
been responding, according to the educator who
described education and the economy as an addi-
tional new charge. Yet it can be argued, and often
has been, that the complexity cd the charge has
overwhelmed schools and contributed to precisely
the dropping off in basic skills that employers de-
plore.

Another difficult question raised at the iundtable was:

Are problems of the schools being reproduced in the work place?

"I think that the problems we're having at the elementary /secondary lex el are perhaps
being reproduced in the work place, in an investment sense arid in a strategy sense.

"There really are cultural differences in investments in human capital, as we discovered
when we sponsored a study that contrasted Japanese-owned firms in Japan, Japanese-owned
firms in the United States and American-owned firms in the United States. That study
uncovered profound differences in investments in training and approaches to human capital.

"Places like Ford, Aetna and some of the other companies represented here have some
very sophisticated training programs. But an awful lot of the corporate training that we see
in studies we're doing and a lot of adult literacy programs have al! the problems of the

elementa. y/secondary schools.
"Almost intuitively, we draw on our mutual experience with elementary /secondary schools

for models. The result is that we reproduce in postsecondary traditional and non-trad,tional
programs all the problems of the schools."

Other people at the roundtable took a different tack.
They suggested that the work place, in fact, offers
uniquely fine opportunities for improving literacy.

But mixed up in the discussion of those oppor-
tunities was the problematic question ofwhether, as
one participant put it, "Sc nobbased literacy is not
the same as work-based greracy." That leads back,
once again, to the question of who should do what
to improve the literacy of the work force. For if
schot."-based literacy and work-based literacy are
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indeed different, a strong case can be made that
improving literacy is, strictly' speaking, the proper
job of employers.

Is the I. est way to reach people who have literacy problems through the work force?

"We know from experience in our state that perhaps the best way to reach people who
have reading problems is through the w ork force. Four years ago, when I first got involved
in all this, I wculdn't have thought that was true. But we have found that as many as 40%
of the people who walk in off the street to our 200 local literacy programs are people who
have jobs."

"It's been m). experience that just teaching people the basics doesn't t:ansfer to their work

on the job. Whe workers say they can't do the reading or writing on the job, do they mean
they can't read or write; Or are they really talking about on-the-job reading or venting;

"Contextual materials have kind of taken it on the chin. People worry that contextual
materials limit workers to entry-level skills, keep them from being promoted, lock the gates.
But a lot of teaching now tries to teach skills as they apply to a job. I guess the question is
whether processing skills taught contextually for a specific job are really transferable occupa-
tional skills.

"In the work I'm doing now w ith school-to-work transitions for the feeder work population,
I'm looking for ways to bridge that gap between school systems and industry systems. You
can, for example, develop materials that show kids what statistic processing control is all
about have them do some simulations, teach them estimating and rounding off. Then
w hen they get to the work place it doesn't look quite so strange.

"I worry that if we just give people more of the same, more of what they had in school,
they'll get to the work place and still not know how to learn."

"If we don't focus on work-place literacy carefully and conscious1), , there's real potential
for the discussion of literati to be misleading Say you see a poster at work that says, 'How
many of your fellow ,mplo).ees can't read this poster;' fear is that there are Americans
who might somehow g.t through that headline, then suddenly decide they are sufficiently
literate."

"A curriculum for carter development exists, but we don't know w here to put it in
education. We educators need to find away to talk to the third group that hasn't figured
much in our discussion today the worker, the student, the person we're trying to empower
We need to strengthen that individual a whole lot more "

"We've taken the school-to-corporation view and, in a limited way, the familt -to-school
view. At what point do we take the family-to-business view

"The vast majont of families out there are in the business w odd. How do we beg -1 to

give the employees sitting in our shops today the concept of lifelong learning If w e can give
them this concept, they're going to pass it on to their children, and those children are in
school. :\.4 question is how do we make a cultural change
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"We need to intervene with parents so that the problem begins to slow down and we

eventual') get a handle on the bigger problem of the future work force. Improt mg, the

literacy of people already in the work force is a critical piece of the puzzle, because the

education and enhancement of the self-esteem of those people tt ill have direct impact their

children."

Maybe, suggested some of the people around the
table, the whole matter of work-force literacy is in
one sense simpler than these major questions make
it seem. Maybe the heart of the matter is not pro-
grams or curricula or divisions of responsibility but
a concept the concept of lifelong learning.

"I think we're flirting with an idea. We dabble in it when we talk about culture, about

family, about values. But then we back away. What I think we're talking about, in essence,
is a change not in the school system but in our entire culture. We're talking about lifelong
learning as a concept, and it's a concept that is totally foreign to 99% of the population."

"I have responsibility for staffing, employment and careers for our occupational force,

which is about I89,0(10 people throughout the country, doing any number of jobs from
manufaLturing to sales. Fthere is one thing I would ask us to do, it would be to get across

to i. urrent and future workers the notion of lifelong learning. When a corporation offers an

opportunity for an emplo)ee to change with technological change and the emplo)ee takes

ad.antage of the offer, we have happy partners."

"The skill that keeps emerging as the basic skill is reading. \\ e talk about math skills,

too, of course. Yet reading plays a part in them also, in that math requires logic and thinking

and problem solving which reading can help develop. So mans other things seem to be taken

care of if you read well. Yet reading is at an all-time low in our culture.
"Somehow we've got to have people in our society and in our work force w ho have the

capacity to continue reling, because that's the capacity to continue learning. If you are
empowered to read, you will, in and of, yourself continue to learn. But if the ability and

desire to read are not present, you are cut off from the knowledge you could attain on your

own. You're cut off from the continuing quest."

Maybe, suggested other participants, the central
question is one of will.
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"We're changing the ,1 we think We're in transition from a culture that is arranged
quite hie rarc h ical I to one in which people are more self managed. The new culture is one
in which people work not sim ph for promotions and transfers as indicators of grow th but
rather to get nriximum application of their is, myths and maximum satisfaction from their
accomplishments "

"We assume that grow th is based on increased on etence, but that isn't alp that's required

for grow th. But if we expect people to grew in proportion to their increased competence
alone, we'll probably he disappointed. You need competence plus ability to work well with
others and the energy or w ill to mop e."

"We ha% e a fabulousk luxurious higher education system in this nation which gives us
all an opportUnity to drop in and dropout to fulfill our educational LL ishes. But I don't think

that w e as a nation care particularl L about developing the educational potential ()four children
in elementary and secondar education.

"Part of the i rom of the situation is that we as a nation know more about how to educate

people than perhaps an other nation in the world. We know when to introduce foreign
languages, for example, we know to introduce them when children are cert coung. 1)o we
actually do it No.

"We seem somehow not to hate the w ill as citizens to see those things happen."
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News of Progress

"In convocations like this, we tend to spend a lot of
time describing and defining a problem, but not an
awful lot of time projecting solutions," said one
member of the roundtable. "I get a little uneasy with
that." "Let's don't keep on messing with the prob-
lem; let's do something about it," concurred another
member.

A number ofpeople arrived at the roundtable with
first-hand experience in doing something about it.
They made no formal presentations. Some people
spoke at length about particular literacy programs;
others spoke only briefly, in reference to more
general points. So the descriptions that follow are
in no sense thorough, and there are programs of
considerable merit in other places. The value ofthe
descriptions lies, as it did for roundtable participants,
in the cheering fact that there is news of progress.

In Alabama, according to one nartici pant , providers of adult basic education and the textile
industry are working together to retra.n the workers displaced by industry shifts and plant
closures. The focus is "not the employer; it's the displaced worker himself or herself." The
purpose is to provide literacy services directlt to the people v, ho need them.
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A state literacy effort in Illinois tries to matt h corporate demands w ith literacy pros iders

through what one participant said becomes "a multi-faceted kind of delis cr.% system Lich
particular business that w e link w ith an education pros ider des clops, in tandem w ith the
provicier, a program that is appropriate for a particular work force. l'he corporation nla
he large, like Nabisco, or a much smaller, rural business with 21)i) people in a plant Ind
I think that flembilits is Important."

Alasmchumvs has launched an interageno itutiatis e that links the department of education,

organized and unorganized labor, and the Job 'Framing Partnership Act ( JTP A) in the
des elopment of local partnerships "We w anted to gix e a partner ship consisting of an employ er,

an education provider and, where relevant, a union up to $50,000 in seed nine to address
the pre-training needs (adult basic education, English as a Second Language) of the work
force," said a Massachusetts representative. "Each program had to he connected to a company ,

because our goal was to has e programs continue after the state moneN w as gone We started

by funding five programs Now we have 15, and next Near, because of Incredible interest
from employ ers across the state, w e'll have 311"

The need to develop curricula that are appropriate to diverse work places has aroused
interest in a "meta-curriculum," the participant said "So, we hale been bringing together
the teachers, th- coordinators, the employers and the supers isors, try mg to des clop a state
network and build a system that interfaces between the needs of employers and the state's
need for a work force that can participate fulls at work and in community

The next step in \Iassachusetts is the establishment of "w hat w c call a 'w ork force education

assistance network,' which will include a statewide deal ,aghouse tt' keep people informed
and regional assistance centers where companies can go fcr :,elp "

In Mulligan, the gos ernor has called for an investment In human capital that si mph fies
regulatory procedures, "thus allow ing citizens of that state to pc,rt I c--,ate in continued learning

throughout their In es u iencumhered bN unnecessars regulation," a roundtable MC mher said.
A/innesord set up a task force on "Work Readiness A New Promise in NIinnesota Educa-

tion." "Probabh, the best thing to come out of the task force" said the person who described

its work, "was the understanding that all of education, rather than onIN vocational education,
should be readincss for work. There were Ilse recommendations that we should update
the mission of education, that the responsihilltx of education for work should be shared, that

NA, C should define and evaluate learner outcomes, that we should develop an integrated,
experience-based pre-school curriculum, that ss c should impros e theahilitN of cdcw. ators and

change the delis ers of education. All these are things ss c's e talked about at the roundtable
a well.

'The education system in New York Cm is in crisis constantIN ," said the roundtable
participant NA, ho described the Lax 's literacy efforts But, she added, "Don't alw ass belies e
what sou read in the newspaper, wonderful things actually do go on there."

"I think we're the first cif N in the nation to commit to haling every 4-N car-old in an
educational program, and we have 7 11`y of them there now . We've also placed major emphasis

on older adolescents, In and out of school, and on adults NA, ho read below ti nth -grade level
Over the last four yea, we have spent $41) m.ilion on an initials c for adults os er ho

are out of school and read below that level, and we have major initiatis es VC (thin high sc hools

for the students who will take six or sex en s ears to graduate."
"Half of our 45, Mu) adult learners arc employed. A quarter ot them read below 4th-grade

level; we know, because we test and re-test. We hate I 3 ,000 people on an acts e
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b thew ay. I think eN et-NI/MIN should realwe that people are thirsting and hungering to get
into programs "

South Carolina, like Massachusetts, has used111). mono to start a I act-a( \ initiate e, "a
limited delis \ er sy stem that tries to get mans of the things we hay e all been talking about
The driving forces," said a roundtable member, "are emplo\ ers and the economic development

commit it . ('Partnership' is good language, but we w anted this to be an emplo \ er-dominated
:NN stem ) We hay e a roundtable in each county made up of employ ers and staffed b 'w ork-force

specialists' hired at the 16 technical colleges We ask the husinesspeople to play the role of
ad \ ocate v ith their colleagues in business, NN ith the political s stem and w ith the provider
system. We also ask them to hold us accountable for how v ell we perform.

"The NS ork-force special ists are brokers. th. N -,rake the connections between employers and

teams of providers Curriculum design is in the hands of the providers literacy councils,
adult basic education, technical colleges and the employers The literacy councils teach
skills at the zero to the 4th-grade levels, the adult education groups move into the area of
4th-grade to about 10th grade, and the technical colleges move in at the higher levels.

"From other things we've tried, NS e know that an innovation never takes place if there
isn't some power and mone \ driving it. In this cae, we asked the governor to initiate the
program and to appoint members of the roundtahles, and we're asking the consumer the

emploer to he the force that moves the system. Though the providers have some money

avalable, employers pay at least part of the costs Because we're a small and poor state, we
intentionall have a lot of small employers.

"We don't impose anything. We come to employers with a process and say, 'You're nn

control. You make the choices' "



Sharpening the Debate

"It ir not a new day in the education world: all these
problems in the work place are the same ones I first
asked a group to talk about in 1969," commented
one member of the roundtable. "I think that's true,"
agreed another member, "and I think that those of
us in the business community have caused part of
the problem. We need to sharpen the debate, not in
terms of intensity but in terms of specifics."

Two ideas for further action found support at the
roundtable: getting down to the "nitty gritty" and
engaging the larger public in the debate.

"I'm tired of hearing generalities about partnerships and col laboranves. I'm hearing that
we need to get down to the nitty gritty of curriculum content and testing and so forth. If
you could focus on quite discrete efforts to develop a curriculum joint!) with the deliver)
system, you would get at the things people really want to hear about."

"You don't jump quickly from Point A to Point B; it's a slow process You have to have
some kind of long-range vision and, at the same time, some immediate successes so you can
keep the process moving."

"One problem is that there are a lot of 'we's.' The result is confusion about what 'we'
want and what can be delivered. Until the debate can be sharpened, we'll continue to flounder
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around. On the other hand, I think that it %ou jump to 'solution t ars,' %ou end debate You

get this side against that side
"So, I think that the point is to sharpen our points of iew and also to engage a larger

public in the debate. One of the issues here 1,, the issue of political w ill, of w hat it is we as

a people really want to happen. It seems to me that %hat's needed is not blaming not talk

of higher education versus community colleges xersus adult basic educatiot, or more talk

about 'w hat I need for m company' (as important as that is to somebod's compan ). Instead

we need a basic debate about w here we want to go."

"We ought to think a lot about how the ideas ad% anced at this meeting can be made part

of a public debate As we extend the debate, who ought to be draw n in% How do the things

we've learned get translated into po!ic \ and then hack to the education s stem

"We've got to begin envisioning a particular future state so that we can assess current

resources, decide v hich resources are relevant to that future state, find out which resources

are not currently available and develop them, and then begin to design a model for the

educational institutions that fit that future state. I don't believe the model was made in japan

I don't think we have ),et had a glimpse of the model he( ause we ha. en't dreamt enough

about what we can and should be."

"Let's get busy designing the future."

5 6
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Finding Solutions

As a ti-)1 lots -up to the Roundtable on IVork-Forse 1.1terast , the Education Commission of
the States and The Se.irs-Roebuck Foundation corn encd a National Literact Summit in
lugust of 1988. William Johnston of the' Hudson Institute, co-author ofWorkforce 2000:
Work and Workers for the 21st Centuri retactsed what he called "the fasts that frame"
discussions of bteract. He cited the slots grotsth of the is ok force in recent tears, the
changing composition of the stork farce oshich is Increasingly made up of minorities and
immigrants, too Mill{ Lick 'ng fundamental and the rising let el of knots ledge required
in an economy that is generating far more jobs for people is ith high skills than lots skills.

Issues Advanced

T}} o paradigms no longer work, said Johnston The assumption that education is for voung
people no longer holds at a time when whole industries nuclear power, for example
can rise and fall in a single generation Nor is w hat Johnston termed "systematic under-
investment in the bottom haif of the work force" feasible in what has become a Ner tight
labor market. That it is possible to structure work around low skills to "create jobs for
dummies and still prosper" is an assumption that also no longer holds.

The solutions Johnston suggested would require new and different commitments from
schools, businesses and workers. He suggested, for example, that schools get rid of the
}ocational track, which he termed an "artifact of the industrial model" in education and
society . He recommended that all students ,e put on an academic track w ith the goal to set

high universal standards and expect all ,,udents to meet them. He supported the idea of
competition among schools, on the theory that this would drive the worst schools out of
existence and make more money available for the best schools. He propu,ed strengthening
the technology of eduction, citing the need for widely available, inewensive software and
suggesting that states could perhaps take the :cad.
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Education should mot e into the \t ork place, Johnston said, into the F .gher let els as \tell

as the low. Because the benefit, of education in the ) ork place accrue to emplot ers and

employees alike, both parties should be asked to contribute their time and mime\ to the

education process. Though employers might cell take the lead in educating em plot ees, there

would likely he important roles forgot ernment as \t ell, since the emplo\ ers \ ho can afford

investments in training are not necessarily the ones who enn-lot most corkers.
The central issue, concluded Johnston, is the producti) it) of education. Recognizing that

wealth in our societt is built \ ith human capital, the nation needs no \\ to "ratchet up"

education's productivity.
Strong testimont to the movement, from defining the problem of illiteracy to finding

solutions for it, is the fact that other speakers at the summit made similar points. As Governor
John Ashcroft of Missouri said in his morning remarks, "Frustration is seeing what needs

to he done but not being able to do anything about it, fulfi llment is seeing m, hat needs to he

done and doing at least somethingabout it " Like Johnston and Ashcroft, the other speakers

were disinclined to d \tell on what remains frustrating about illiteracy in America and eager

to discuss what "doing something about it" might mean.
In their remarks, I summit panelists made these points

The corporate sector
Business people can help schools define the competencies needed in the \ ork force,

competencies that are broader mere reading and \ wing.

They can help schools install the technologt needed to speed up learning

They can help schools acquire the materials for teaching mmoritt toungsters.

They can help ident,f\ the stakeholders and hold them accountable.

Education
They can change e pectanons about schooling about the length of the school \ ear, for

example, they can e plore the notion of access to education that is continual rather than limited

to young people.

They can use technology in \ a \ s that help more students learn more

The) can do a more thorough Job of assessment so the public has a better idea of hots

well students are doing.

Summit participants \\ ere given a further stimulus to "do something about it in the form

of a two-page "Literacy Compact" that they were all urged to consider. The Compact poses
"Literacy 2(11)(1 Challenges." NIeeting those challenges \\ ould produce, in the language of
the compact, a "clear, compelling statement of the problem," a "set of principles and lists of
clear responsibilities" for educators and busmesspeople and a "master plan" for integrated

action.
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Related ECS Publications

"Adult Literacy 12-minute videotape. Al.-86-V1, 1986, $3(1 purchase/$15 rental.
4citilt Liter-act Rict Sheet. No. AL-86-1:1, 1986, $1.50.
Building Partnerships fin- a Literate America. No. Al, 87-1, 1988, 52.511
Point,, of Consensus on the Role of Education in .fleeting Workforce Needs fir the ?1st

Centurt Four Reports. No. Al.-88-1, 1988, $1.511.
Selected Results of the Survet of Literact Programs and Activities. Adult Fducation Director,

No. A1.-88-2, 1988, $2.06
Solutions in Progress. Fvecutite Summart No. A1.-87-2E, 1988, $2 110.
Sol mns in Progress 1, exults From a Sun et of Literact Programs and .4(Naies. No.

Al.-87-2, 1988, $80)
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